
SOLVING THE SECRETS
What do plants need for survival? 

THE SUNDEW
How does this plant get nutrients?

Describe its survival skills in detailed steps.

THE VENUS FLY TRAP
Who described this plant of one of the most wonderful plants in the world?

Describe how it catches insects in detailed steps.

BLADDER WART
Where does this plant live?

Describe how it traps mosquito larva in detailed steps.

WINTER
Why are leaves a liability in winter?  How do plants survive this?

SPRING
Why is timing critical to plant survival?

Why do blue bells have to develop so quickly?

How can we look at flowers like an insect?
  
What is found in the bullseye of a flower?

Which structures are more brightly colored?

What else do plants rely on to attract insect pollinators?

How did they fool gustavia? Describe what happens.  What kind of symbiotic relationship is this?

What does pollen have within it?
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LATE SPRING/SUMMER
What plant structures are seen at the end of the spring season?

Why do you think that plants arrange leaves so there is minimum overlap between them?

How do black fly get what they want from plants?

What do aphids do that most other insects do not?

Describe the relationship between the Roridula and the capsid bug.

How does he green house control insect growth...a natural pesticide.  Describe the process.

AUTUMN/FALL
How do plants get ready for what is coming?

What happens the chlorophyl in plants (its by products are the yellow/orange/red)

What organisms begin to emerge as leaves fall?

Why canʼt fungi photosynthesize?

Where is most of the fungi found?

What are they able to break down and what does this do for plants?

Why is so important for the Lucombe Oak to have a relationship with fungus?

How many different fungi are found in Q-Gardens fungarium?

Which is the most famous mold?

Describe why the titan arum is so special.

What three things make this flower so special?

Where is the final frontier of plant discovery?
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